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be used to give users the ability to automatically control
the messages written on their own walls, by filtering out
unwanted messages. We believe that this is a key OSN
service that has not been provided so far. Indeed, today
OSNs provide very little support to prevent unwanted messages on user walls. For example, Facebook allows users to
state who is allowed to insert messages in their walls (i.e.,
friends, friends of friends, or defined groups of friends).
However, no content-based preferences are supported and
therefore it is not possible to prevent undesired messages,
Index Terms—On-line Social Networks, Information Filter- such as political or vulgar ones, no matter of the user who
ing, Short Text Classification, Policy-based Personalization.
posts them. Providing this service is not only a matter of
using previously defined web content mining techniques for
I. I NTRODUCTION
a different application, rather it requires to design ad-hoc
On-line Social Networks (OSNs) are today one of the classification strategies. This is because wall messages are
most popular interactive medium to communicate, share constituted by short text for which traditional classification
and disseminate a considerable amount of human life methods have serious limitations since short texts do not
information. Daily and continuous communications imply provide sufficient word occurrences.
The aim of the present work is therefore to propose
the exchange of several types of content, including free
and
experimentally evaluate an automated system, called
text, image, audio and video data. According to Facebook
1
Filtered
Wall (FW), able to filter unwanted messages from
statistics average user creates 90 pieces of content each
OSN
user
walls. We exploit Machine Learning (ML) text
month, whereas more than 30 billion pieces of content (web
categorization
techniques [4] to automatically assign with
links, news stories, blog posts, notes, photo albums, etc.)
each
short
text
message a set of categories based on its
are shared each month. The huge and dynamic character
content.
of these data creates the premise for the employment
The major efforts in building a robust short text classifier
of web content mining strategies aimed to automatically
are
concentrated in the extraction and selection of a set
discover useful information dormant within the data. They
of
characterizing
and discriminant features. The solutions
are instrumental to provide an active support in complex
investigated
in
this
paper are an extension of those adopted
and sophisticated tasks involved in OSN management, such
in
a
previous
work
by us [5] from which we inherit the
as for instance access control or information filtering.
learning
model
and
the
elicitation procedure for generating
Information filtering has been greatly explored for what
pre-classified
data.
The
original set of features, derived
concerns textual documents and, more recently, web content
from
endogenous
properties
of short texts, is enlarged here
(e.g., [1], [2], [3]). However, the aim of the majority of
including
exogenous
knowledge
related to the context from
these proposals is mainly to provide users a classification
which
the
messages
originate.
As
far as the learning model
mechanism to avoid they are overwhelmed by useless
is
concerned,
we
confirm
in
the
current
paper the use of
data. In OSNs, information filtering can also be used for
neural
learning
which
is
today
recognized
as one of the
a different, more sensitive, purpose. This is due to the
most
efficient
solutions
in
text
classification
[4].
In particufact that in OSNs there is the possibility of posting or
lar,
we
base
the
overall
short
text
classification
strategy
on
commenting other posts on particular public/private areas,
Radial
Basis
Function
Networks
(RBFN)
for
their
proven
called in general walls. Information filtering can therefore
capabilities in acting as soft classifiers, in managing noisy
1 http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?statistics data and intrinsically vague classes. Moreover, the speed
Abstract—One fundamental issue in today On-line Social
Networks (OSNs) is to give users the ability to control the
messages posted on their own private space to avoid that
unwanted content is displayed. Up to now OSNs provide little
support to this requirement. To fill the gap, in this paper, we
propose a system allowing OSN users to have a direct control
on the messages posted on their walls. This is achieved through
a flexible rule-based system, that allows users to customize the
filtering criteria to be applied to their walls, and a Machine
Learning based soft classifier automatically labeling messages
in support of content-based filtering.
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in performing the learning phase creates the premise for
an adequate use in OSN domains, as well as facilitates the
experimental evaluation tasks.
We insert the neural model within a hierarchical two
level classification strategy. In the first level, the RBFN
categorizes short messages as Neutral and Non-Neutral;
in the second stage, Non-Neutral messages are classified
producing gradual estimates of appropriateness to each of
the considered category.
Besides classification facilities, the system provides a
powerful rule layer exploiting a flexible language to specify
Filtering Rules (FRs), by which users can state what
contents should not be displayed on their walls. FRs can
support a variety of different filtering criteria that can be
combined and customized according to the user needs.
More precisely, FRs exploit user profiles, user relationships
as well as the output of the ML categorization process
to state the filtering criteria to be enforced. In addition,
the system provides the support for user-defined BlackLists
(BLs), that is, lists of users that are temporarily prevented
to post any kind of messages on a user wall.
The experiments we have carried out show the effectiveness of the developed filtering techniques. In particular, the
overall strategy was experimentally evaluated numerically
assessing the performances of the ML short classification
stage and subsequently proving the effectiveness of the
system in applying FRs. Finally, we have provided a
prototype implementation of our system having Facebook
as target OSN, even if our system can be easily applied to
other OSNs as well.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first proposal of
a system to automatically filter unwanted messages from
OSN user walls on the basis of both message content and
the message creator relationships and characteristics. The
current paper substantially extends [5] for what concerns
both the rule layer and the classification module. Major
differences include, a different semantics for filtering rules
to better fit the considered domain, an online setup assistant
to help users in FR specification, the extension of the set
of features considered in the classification process, a more
deep performance evaluation study and an update of the
prototype implementation to reflect the changes made to
the classification techniques.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II surveys related work, whereas Section III introduces
the conceptual architecture of the proposed system. Section IV describes the ML-based text classification method
used to categorize text contents, whereas Section V illustrates FRs and BLs. Section VI illustrates the performance
evaluation of the proposed system, whereas the prototype
application is described in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII
concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The main contribution of this paper is the design of
a system providing customizable content-based message
filtering for OSNs, based on ML techniques. As we have

pointed out in the introduction, to the best of our knowledge
we are the first proposing such kind of application for
OSNs. However, our work has relationships both with the
state of the art in content-based filtering, as well as with the
field of policy-based personalization for OSNs and, more
in general, web contents. Therefore, in what follows, we
survey the literature in both these fields.
A. Content-based filtering
Information filtering systems are designed to classify a
stream of dynamically generated information dispatched
asynchronously by an information producer and present to
the user those information that are likely to satisfy his/her
requirements [6].
In content-based filtering each user is assumed to operate
independently. As a result, a content-based filtering system
selects information items based on the correlation between
the content of the items and the user preferences as opposed
to a collaborative filtering system that chooses items based
on the correlation between people with similar preferences
[7], [8]. While electronic mail was the original domain of
early work on information filtering, subsequent papers have
addressed diversified domains including newswire articles,
Internet “news” articles, and broader network resources [9],
[10], [11]. Documents processed in content-based filtering
are mostly textual in nature and this makes content-based
filtering close to text classification. The activity of filtering can be modeled, in fact, as a case of single label,
binary classification, partitioning incoming documents into
relevant and non relevant categories [12]. More complex
filtering systems include multi-label text categorization
automatically labeling messages into partial thematic categories.
Content-based filtering is mainly based on the use of
the ML paradigm according to which a classifier is automatically induced by learning from a set of pre-classified
examples. A remarkable variety of related work has recently
appeared, which differ for the adopted feature extraction
methods, model learning, and collection of samples [13],
[1], [14], [3], [15]. The feature extraction procedure maps
text into a compact representation of its content and is
uniformly applied to training and generalization phases.
Several experiments prove that Bag of Words (BoW) approaches yield good performance and prevail in general
over more sophisticated text representation that may have
superior semantics but lower statistical quality [16], [17],
[18]. As far as the learning model is concerned, there
is a number of major approaches in content-based filtering and text classification in general showing mutual
advantages and disadvantages in function of application
dependent issues. In [4] a detailed comparison analysis has
been conducted confirming superiority of Boosting-based
classifiers [19], Neural Networks [20], [21] and Support
Vector Machines [22] over other popular methods, such
as Rocchio [23] and Naı̈ve Bayesian [24]. However, it
is worth to note that most of the work related to text
filtering by ML has been applied for long-form text and
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the assessed performance of the text classification methods
strictly depends on the nature of textual documents.
The application of content-based filtering on messages
posted on OSN user walls poses additional challenges
given the short length of these messages other than the
wide range of topics that can be discussed. Short text
classification has received up to now few attention in the
scientific community. Recent work highlights difficulties in
defining robust features, essentially due to the fact that
the description of the short text is concise, with many
misspellings, non standard terms and noise. Zelikovitz
and Hirsh [25] attempt to improve the classification of
short text strings developing a semi supervised learning
strategy based on a combination of labeled training data
plus a secondary corpus of unlabeled but related longer
documents. This solution is inapplicable in our domain in
which short messages are not summary or part of longer
semantically related documents. A different approach is
proposed by Bobicev and Sokolova [26] that circumvent
the problem of error-prone feature construction by adopting
a statistical learning method that can perform reasonably
well without feature engineering. However, this method,
named Prediction by Partial Mapping, produces a language
model that is used in probabilistic text classifiers which are
hard classifiers in nature and do not easily integrate soft,
multi-membership paradigms. In our scenario, we consider
gradual membership to classes a key feature for defining
flexible policy-based personalization strategies.
B. Policy-based personalization of OSN contents
Recently, there have been some proposals exploiting classification mechanisms for personalizing access in OSNs.
For instance, in [27] a classification method has been
proposed to categorize short text messages in order to avoid
overwhelming users of microblogging services by raw data.
The system described in [27] focuses on Twitter2 and
associates a set of categories with each tweet describing its
content. The user can then view only certain types of tweets
based on his/her interests. In contrast, Golbeck and Kuter
[28] propose an application, called FilmTrust, that exploits
OSN trust relationships and provenance information to
personalize access to the website. However, such systems
do not provide a filtering policy layer by which the user
can exploit the result of the classification process to decide
how and to which extent filtering out unwanted information.
In contrast, our filtering policy language allows the setting
of FRs according to a variety of criteria, that do not
consider only the results of the classification process but
also the relationships of the wall owner with other OSN
users as well as information on the user profile. Moreover,
our system is complemented by a flexible mechanism for
BL management that provides a further opportunity of
customization to the filtering procedure.
The only social networking service we are aware of
providing filtering abilities to its users is MyWOT,3 a
2 http://www.twitter.com
3 http://www.mywot.com

social networking service which gives its subscribers the
ability to: 1) rate resources with respect to four criteria:
trustworthiness, vendor reliability, privacy, and child safety;
2) specify preferences determining whether the browser
should block access to a given resource, or should simply
return a warning message on the basis of the specified
rating. Despite the existence of some similarities, the approach adopted by MyWOT is quite different from ours.
In particular, it supports filtering criteria which are far less
flexible than the ones of Filtered Wall since they are only
based on the four above-mentioned criteria. Moreover, no
automatic classification mechanism is provided to the end
user.
Our work is also inspired by the many access control models and related policy languages and enforcement
mechanisms that have been proposed so far for OSNs
(see [29] for a survey), since filtering shares several similarities with access control. Actually, content filtering can
be considered as an extension of access control, since it can
be used both to protect objects from unauthorized subjects,
and subjects from inappropriate objects. In the field of
OSNs, the majority of access control models proposed so
far enforce topology-based access control, according to
which access control requirements are expressed in terms
of relationships that the requester should have with the
resource owner. We use a similar idea to identify the
users to which a FR applies. However, our filtering policy
language extends the languages proposed for access control
policy specification in OSNs to cope with the extended
requirements of the filtering domain. Indeed, since we are
dealing with filtering of unwanted contents rather than with
access control, one of the key ingredients of our system is
the availability of a description for the message contents
to be exploited by the filtering mechanism. In contrast, no
one of the access control models previously cited exploit
the content of the resources to enforce access control.
Moreover, the notion of BLs and their management are not
considered by any of the above-mentioned access control
models.
Finally, our policy language has some relationships with
the policy frameworks that have been so far proposed
to support the specification and enforcement of policies
expressed in terms of constraints on the machine understandable resource descriptions provided by Semantic web
languages. Examples of such frameworks are KAoS [30]
and REI [31], focusing mainly on access control, Protune
[32], which provides support also to trust negotiation and
privacy policies, and WIQA [33], which gives end users the
ability of using filtering policies in order to denote given
”quality” requirements that web resources must satisfy to be
displayed to the users. However, although such frameworks
are very powerful and general enough to be customized
and/or extended for different application scenarios they
have not been specifically conceived to address information
filtering in OSNs and therefore to consider the user social
graph in the policy specification process. Therefore, we
prefer to define our own abstract and more compact policy
language, rather than extending one of the above-mentioned
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Fig. 1. Filtered Wall Conceptual Architecture and the flow messages
follow, from writing to publication

ones.
III. F ILTERED WALL A RCHITECTURE
The architecture in support of OSN services is a three-tier
structure (Figure 1). The first layer, called Social Network
Manager (SNM), commonly aims to provide the basic OSN
functionalities (i.e., profile and relationship management),
whereas the second layer provides the support for external
Social Network Applications (SNAs).4 The supported SNAs
may in turn require an additional layer for their needed
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs). According to this reference architecture, the proposed system is placed in the
second and third layers. In particular, users interact with
the system by means of a GUI to set up and manage their
FRs/BLs. Moreover, the GUI provides users with a FW,
that is, a wall where only messages that are authorized
according to their FRs/BLs are published.
The core components of the proposed system are the
Content-Based Messages Filtering (CBMF) and the Short
Text Classifier (STC) modules. The latter component aims
to classify messages according to a set of categories. The
strategy underlying this module is described in Section IV.
In contrast, the first component exploits the message categorization provided by the STC module to enforce the FRs
specified by the user. BLs can also be used to enhance
the filtering process (see Section V for more details). As
graphically depicted in Figure 1, the path followed by a
message, from its writing to the possible final publication
can be summarized as follows:
1) After entering the private wall of one of his/her
contacts, the user tries to post a message, which is
4 See for example the Facebook Developers documentation, available at
http://developers.facebook.com/docs/

Established techniques used for text classification work
well on datasets with large documents such as newswires
corpora [34], but suffer when the documents in the corpus
are short. In this context, critical aspects are the definition
of a set of characterizing and discriminant features allowing
the representation of underlying concepts and the collection
of a complete and consistent set of supervised examples.
Our study is aimed at designing and evaluating various
representation techniques in combination with a neural
learning strategy to sematically categorize short texts. From
a ML point of view, we approach the task by defining a
hierarchical two level strategy assuming that it is better
to identify and eliminate “neutral” sentences, then classify
“non neutral” sentences by the class of interest instead
of doing everything in one step. This choice is motivated
by related work showing advantages in classifying text
and/or short texts using a hierarchical strategy [1]. The first
level task is conceived as a hard classification in which
short texts are labeled with crisp Neutral and Non-Neutral
labels. The second level soft classifier acts on the crisp
set of non-neutral short texts and, for each of them, it
“simply” produces estimated appropriateness or “gradual
membership” for each of the conceived classes, without
taking any “hard” decision on any of them. Such a list of
grades is then used by the subsequent phases of the filtering
process.
A. Text Representation
The extraction of an appropriate set of features by which
representing the text of a given document is a crucial task
strongly affecting the performance of the overall classification strategy. Different sets of features for text categorization have been proposed in the literature [4], however
the most appropriate feature set and feature representation
for short text messages have not yet been sufficiently
investigated. Proceeding from these considerations and on
the basis of our experience [5], [35], [36], we consider
three types of features, BoW, Document properties (Dp) and
Contextual Features (CF). The first two types of features,
already used in [5], are endogenous, that is, they are
entirely derived from the information contained within the
text of the message. Text representation using endogenous
knowledge has a good general applicability, however in
operational settings it is legitimate to use also exogenous
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knowledge, i.e., any source of information outside the message body but directly or indirectly related to the message
itself. We introduce CF modeling information that characterize the environment where the user is posting. These
features play a key role in deterministically understanding
the semantics of the messages [4]. All proposed features
have been analyzed in the experimental evaluation phase in
order to determine the combination that is most appropriate
for short message classification (see Section VI).
The underlying model for text representation is the
Vector Space Model (VSM) [37] according to which a text
document dj is represented as a vector of binary or real
weights dj = w1j , . . . , w|T |j , where T is the set of terms
(sometimes also called features) that occur at least once in
at least one document of the collection T r, and wkj ∈ [0; 1]
represents how much term tk contributes to the semantics
of document dj . In the BoW representation, terms are
identified with words. In the case of non-binary weighting,
the weight wkj of term tk in document dj is computed
according to the standard term frequency - inverse document
frequency (tf-idf) weighting function [38], defined as
|Tr |
tf − idf (tk , dj ) = #(tk , dj )· log
#Tr (tk )

(1)

where #(tk , dj ) denotes the number of times tk occurs
in dj , and #Tr (tk ) denotes the document frequency of
term tk , i.e., the number of documents in T r in which
tk occurs. Domain specific criteria are adopted in choosing
an additional set of features, Dp, concerning orthography,
known words and statistical properties of messages. Dp
features are heuristically assessed; their definition stems
from intuitive considerations, domain specific criteria and
in some cases required trial and error procedures. In more
details:
• Correct words: it expresses the amount of terms
tk ∈ T ∩ K, where tk is a term of the considered
document dj and K is a set of known words for
the domain language. This value is normalized by
P|T |
k=1 #(tk , dj ).
• Bad words: they are computed similarly to the Correct
words feature, where the set K is a collection of “dirty
words” for the domain language.
• Capital words: it expresses the amount of words
mostly written with capital letters, calculated as the
percentage of words within the message, having more
than half of the characters in capital case. The rational
behind this choice lies in the fact that with this
definition we intend to characterize the willingness of
the author’s message to use capital letters excluding
accidental use or the use of correct grammar rules.
For example, the value of this feature for the document
“To be OR NOt to BE” is 0.5 since the words “OR”
“NOt” and “BE” are considered as capitalized (“To”
is not uppercase since the number of capital characters
should be strictly greater than the characters count).
• Punctuations characters: it is calculated as the percentage of the punctuation characters over the total
number of characters in the message. For example,

the value of the feature for the document “Hello!!!
How’re u doing?” is 5/24.
• Exclamation marks: it is calculated as the percentage of exclamation marks over the total number of
punctuation characters in the message. Referring to
the aforementioned document, the value is 3/5.
• Question marks: it is calculated as the percentage of
question marks over the total number of punctuations
characters in the message. Referring to the aforementioned document, the value is 1/5.
Regarding features based on the exogenous knowledge,
CF, instead of being calculated on the body of the message,
they are conceived as the VSM representation of the text
that characterizes the environment where messages are
posted (topics of the discussion, name of the group or any
other relevant text surrounding the messages). CFs are not
very dissimilar from BoW features describing the nature
of data. Therefore, all the formal definitions introduced for
the BoW features also apply to CFs.
B. Machine Learning-based Classification
We address short text categorization as a hierarchical
two-level classification process. The first-level classifier
performs a binary hard categorization that labels messages
as Neutral and Non-Neutral. The first-level filtering task
facilitates the subsequent second-level task in which a
finer-grained classification is performed. The second-level
classifier performs a soft-partition of Non-neutral messages
assigning a given message a gradual membership to each of
the non neutral classes. Among the variety of multi-class
ML models well-suited for text classification, we choose
the RBFN model [39] for the experimented competitive
behavior with respect to other state of the art classifiers.
RFBNs have a single hidden layer of processing units
with local, restricted activation domain: a Gaussian function is commonly used, but any other locally tunable
function can be used. They were introduced as a neural
network evolution of exact interpolation [40], and are
demonstrated to have the universal approximation property
[41], [42]. As outlined in [43], RBFN main advantages
are that classification function is non-linear, the model
may produce confidence values and it may be robust to
outliers; drawbacks are the potential sensitivity to input
parameters, and potential overtraining sensitivity. The first
level classifier is then structured as a regular RBFN. In
the second level of the classification stage we introduce
a modification of the standard use of RBFN. Its regular
use in classification includes a hard decision on the output
values: according to the winner-take-all rule, a given input
pattern is assigned with the class corresponding to the
winner output neuron which has the highest value. In our
approach, we consider all values of the output neurons as
a result of the classification task and we interpret them as
gradual estimation of multi-membership to classes.
The collection of pre-classified messages presents some
critical aspects greatly affecting the performance of the
overall classification strategy. To work well, a ML-based
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classifier needs to be trained with a set of sufficiently
complete and consistent pre-classified data. The difficulty
of satisfying this constraint is essentially related to the
subjective character of the interpretation process with which
an expert decides whether to classify a document under
a given category. In order to limit the effects of this
phenomenon, known in literature under the name of interindexer inconsistency [44], our strategy contemplates the
organization of “tuning sessions” aimed at establishing a
consensus among experts through discussion of the most
controversial interpretation of messages. A quantitative
evaluation of the agreement among experts is then developed to make transparent the level of inconsistency
under which the classification process has taken place (see
Section VI-B2).
We now formally describe the overall classification strategy. Let Ω be the set of classes to which each message can
belong to. Each element of the supervised collected set of
messages D = {(mi , ~yi ), . . . , (m|D| , ~y|D| )} is composed
of the text mi and the supervised label ~yi ∈ {0, 1}|Ω|
describing the belongingness to each of the defined classes.
The set D is then split into two partitions, namely the
training set T rSD and the test set T eSD .
Let M1 and M2 be the first and second level classifier,
respectively, and ~y1 be the belongingness to the Neutral
class. The learning and generalization phase works as
follows:
1) from each message mi we extract the
vector of features ~xi . The two sets T rSD
and
T eSD
are
then
transformed
into
T rS
=
{(~xi , ~yi ), . . . , (~x|T rSD | , ~y|T rSD | )}
and T eS = {(~xi , ~yi ), . . . , (~x|T eSD | , ~y|T eSD | )},
respectively.
2) a binary training set T rS1 = {(~xj , ~yj ) ∈
T rS (~xj , yj ), yj = ~yj1 } is created for M1 .
3) a multi-class training set T rS2 = {(~xj , ~yj ) ∈
T rS (~xj , ~yj0 ), ~yj0 k = ~yjk+1 , k = 2, . . . , |Ω|} is
created for M2 .
4) M1 is trained with T rS1 with the aim to recognize
whether or not a message is non-neutral. The performance of the model M1 is then evaluated using the
test set T eS1 .
5) M2 is trained with the non-neutral T rS2 messages
with the aim of computing gradual membership to the
non-neutral classes. The performance of the model
M2 is then evaluated using the test set T eS2 .
To summarize, the hierarchical system is composed of
M1 and M2 , where the overall computed function f :
Rn → R|Ω| is able to map the feature space to the class
space, that is, to recognize the belongingness of a message
to each of the |Ω| classes. The membership values for each
class of a given message computed by f are then exploited
by the FRs, described in the following section.
V. F ILTERING RULES AND B LACKLIST MANAGEMENT
In this section, we introduce the rule layer adopted for
filtering unwanted messages. We start by describing FRs,
then we illustrate the use of BLs.

In what follows, we model a social network as a directed
graph, where each node corresponds to a network user and
edges denote relationships between two different users. In
particular each edge is labeled by the type of the established
relationship (e.g., friend of, colleague of, parent of) and,
possibly, the corresponding trust level, which represents
how much a given user considers trustworthy with respect
to that specific kind of relationship the user with whom
he/she is establishing the relationship. Without loss of generality, we suppose that trust levels are rational numbers in
the range [0, 1]. Therefore, there exists a direct relationship
of a given type RT and trust value X between two users,
if there is an edge connecting them having the labels RT
and X. Moreover, two users are in an indirect relationship
of a given type RT if there is a path of more than one edge
connecting them, such that all the edges in the path have
label RT . In this paper, we do not address the problem
of trust computation for indirect relationships, since many
algorithms have been proposed in the literature that can be
used in our scenario as well. Such algorithms mainly differ
on the criteria to select the paths on which trust computation
should be based, when many paths of the same type exist
between two users (see [45] for a survey).
A. Filtering rules
In defining the language for FRs specification, we consider three main issues that, in our opinion, should affect
a message filtering decision. First of all, in OSNs like
in everyday life, the same message may have different
meanings and relevance based on who writes it. As a
consequence, FRs should allow users to state constraints
on message creators. Creators on which a FR applies
can be selected on the basis of several different criteria,
one of the most relevant is by imposing conditions on
their profile’s attributes. In such a way it is, for instance,
possible to define rules applying only to young creators or
to creators with a given religious/political view. Given the
social network scenario, creators may also be identified by
exploiting information on their social graph. This implies
to state conditions on type, depth and trust values of the
relationship(s) creators should be involved in order to apply
them the specified rules. All these options are formalized
by the notion of creator specification, defined as follows.
Definition 1. (Creator specification). A creator specification creatorSpec implicitly denotes a set of OSN users. It
can have one of the following forms, possibly combined:
1) a set of attribute constraints of the form an OP av,
where an is a user profile attribute name, av and
OP are, respectively, a profile attribute value and a
comparison operator, compatible with an’s domain.
2) a set of relationship constraints of the form
(m, rt, minDepth, maxT rust), denoting all the
OSN users participating with user m in a relationship
of type rt, having a depth greater than or equal to
minDepth, and a trust value less than or equal to
maxT rust.
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Example 1. The creator specification CS1 = {Age <
16, Sex = male} denotes all the males whose age is less
than 16 years, whereas the creator specification CS2 =
{Helen, colleague, 2, 0.4} denotes all the users who are
colleagues of Helen and whose trust level is less than
or equal to 0.4. Finally, the creator specification CS3 =
{(Helen, colleague, 2, 0.4), (Sex = male)} selects only
the male users from those identified by CS2 .
A further requirement for our FRs is that they should be
able to support the specification of content-based filtering
criteria. To this purpose, we make use of the two-level
text classification introduced in Section IV. Thanks to this,
it is for example possible to identify messages that, with
high probability, are neutral or non-neutral, (i.e., messages
with which the Neutral/Non-Neutral first level class is
associated with membership level greater than a given
threshold); as well as, in a similar way, messages dealing
with a particular second level class. However, average OSN
users may have difficulties in defining the correct threshold
for the membership level to be stated in a FR. To make
the user more comfortable in specifying the membership
level threshold, we have devised an automated procedure,
described in the following section, who helps the users in
defining the correct threshold.
The last component of a FR is the action that the
system has to perform on the messages that satisfy the
rule. The possible actions we are considering are “block”
and “notify”, with the obvious semantics of blocking the
message, or notifying the wall owner and wait him/her
decision.
A FR is therefore formally defined as follows.
Definition 2. (Filtering rule). A filtering rule F R is a tuple
(author, creatorSpec, contentSpec, action), where:
•
•
•

•

author is the user who specifies the rule;
creatorSpec is a creator specification, specified according to Definition 1;
contentSpec is a Boolean expression defined on content constraints of the form (C, ml), where C is a
class of the first or second level and ml is the minimum
membership level threshold required for class C to
make the constraint satisfied;
action ∈ {block, notif y} denotes the action to
be performed by the system on the messages matching contentSpec and created by users identified by
creatorSpec.

In general, more than a filtering rule can apply to the
same user. A message is therefore published only if it is
not blocked by any of the filtering rules that apply to the
message creator. Note moreover, that it may happen that
a user profile does not contain a value for the attribute(s)
referred by a FR (e.g, the profile does not specify a value
for the attribute Hometown whereas the FR blocks all the
messages authored by users coming from a specific city).
In that case, the system is not able to evaluate whether
the user profile matches the FR. Since how to deal with
such messages depend on the considered scenario and on

the wall owner attitudes, we ask the wall owner to decide
whether to block or notify messages originating from a user
whose profile does not match against the wall owner FRs
because of missing attributes.

B. Online setup assistant for FRs thresholds
As mentioned in the previous section, we address the
problem of setting thresholds to filter rules, by conceiving
and implementing within FW, an Online Setup Assistant
(OSA) procedure. OSA presents the user with a set of messages selected from the dataset discussed in Section VI-A.
For each message, the user tells the system the decision to
accept or reject the message. The collection and processing
of user decisions on an adequate set of messages distributed
over all the classes allows to compute customized thresholds representing the user attitude in accepting or rejecting
certain contents.
Such messages are selected according to the following
process. A certain amount of non neutral messages taken
from a fraction of the dataset and not belonging to the
training/test sets, are classified by the ML in order to
have, for each message, the second level class membership
values. Class membership values are then quantized into a
number of qC discrete sets and, for each discrete set, we
select a number nC of messages, obtaining sets MC of
messages with |MC | = nC qC , where C ∈ Ω − {N eutral}
is a second level class. For instance, for the second level
class V ulgar, we select 5 messages belonging to 8 degrees
of vulgarity, for a total of 40 messages. For each second
level class C, messages belonging to MC are shown. For
each displayed message m, the user is asked to express the
decision ma ∈ {F ilter, P ass}. This decision expresses the
willingness of the user to filter or not filter the message.
Together with the decision ma the user is asked to express
the degree of certainty mb ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} with which
the decision is taken, where mb = 5 indicates the highest
certainty, whereas mb = 0 indicates the lowest certainty.
The above described procedure can be interpreted as a
membership function elicitation procedure within the fuzzy
set framework [46]. For each
P non-neutral class C, the fuzzy
set is computed as FC = MC φ(ma , mb ), where

1
mb /10
φ(ma , mb ) = +
−mb /10
2

if ma = F ilter
if ma = P ass

The membership value for the non-neutral class C is
determined by applying the defuzzyfication procedure described in [47] to FC , this value is then chosen as a
threshold in defining the filtering policy.
Example 2. Suppose that Bob is an OSN user and he
wants to always block messages having an high degree of
vulgar content. Through the session with OSA, the threshold
representing the user attitude for the Vulgar class is set to
0.8. Now suppose that Bob wants to filter only messages
coming from indirect friends, whereas for direct friends
such messages should be blocked only for those users whose
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trust value is below 0.5. This filtering criteria can be easily
specified through the following FRs:5
• ((Bob, f riendOf, 2, 1), (V ulgar, 0.80), block)
• ((Bob, f riendOf, 1, 0.5), (V ulgar, 0.80), block)
Eve, a friend of Bob with a trust value of 0.6, wants to
publish the message “G*d d*mn f*ck*ng s*n of a b*tch!”
on Bob’s FW. After posting the message, receives it in
input producing the grade of membership 0.85 for the class
Vulgar. Therefore the message, having a too high degree
of vulgarity, will be filtered from the system and will not
appear on the FW.
C. Blacklists
A further component of our system is a BL mechanism to
avoid messages from undesired creators, independent from
their contents. BLs are directly managed by the system,
which should be able to determine who are the users to
be inserted in the BL and decide when users retention in
the BL is finished. To enhance flexibility, such information
are given to the system through a set of rules, hereafter
called BL rules. Such rules are not defined by the SNM,
therefore they are not meant as general high level directives
to be applied to the whole community. Rather, we decide to
let the users themselves, i.e., the wall’s owners to specify
BL rules regulating who has to be banned from their walls
and for how long. Therefore, a user might be banned from
a wall, by, at the same time, being able to post in other
walls.
Similar to FRs, our BL rules make the wall owner able
to identify users to be blocked according to their profiles
as well as their relationships in the OSN. Therefore, by
means of a BL rule, wall owners are for example able
to ban from their walls users they do not directly know
(i.e., with which they have only indirect relationships),
or users that are friend of a given person as they may
have a bad opinion of this person. This banning can be
adopted for an undetermined time period or for a specific
time window. Moreover, banning criteria may also take
into account users’ behavior in the OSN. More precisely,
among possible information denoting users’ bad behavior
we have focused on two main measures. The first is related
to the principle that if within a given time interval a user
has been inserted into a BL for several times, say greater
than a given threshold, he/she might deserve to stay in the
BL for another while, as his/her behavior is not improved.
This principle works for those users that have been already
inserted in the considered BL at least one time. In contrast,
to catch new bad behaviors, we use the Relative Frequency
(RF) that let the system be able to detect those users whose
messages continue to fail the FRs. The two measures can
be computed either locally, that is, by considering only the
messages and/or the BL of the user specifying the BL rule
or globally, that is, by considering all OSN users walls
and/or BLs.
A BL rule is therefore formally defined as follows.
5 For

simplicity, we omit the author component of the rules.

Definition 3. (BL rule). A BL rule is a tuple (author,
creatorSpec, creatorBehavior, T ), where:
• author is the OSN user who specifies the rule, i.e.,
the wall owner;
• creatorSpec is a creator specification, specified according to Definition 1;
• creatorBehavior
consists of two components
RF Blocked and minBanned. RF Blocked =
(RF , mode, window) is defined such that:
essages
– RF = #bM
#tM essages , where #tM essages is the
total number of messages that each OSN user
identified by creatorSpec has tried to publish
in the author wall (mode = myW all) or in
all the OSN walls (mode = SN ); whereas
#bM essages is the number of messages among
those in #tM essages that have been blocked;
– window is the time interval of creation of those
messages that have to be considered for RF
computation;
minBanned = (min, mode, window), where min
is the minimum number of times in the time interval
specified in window that OSN users identified by
creatorSpec have to be inserted into the BL due to
BL rules specified by author wall (mode = myW all)
or all OSN users (mode = SN ) in order to satisfy the
constraint.
• T denotes the time period the users identified
by creatorSpec and creatorBehavior have to be
banned from author wall.
Example 3. The BL rule:
(Alice, (Age < 16), (0.5, myW all, 1 week), 3 days)
inserts into the BL associated with Alice’s wall those young
users (i.e., with age less than 16) that in the last week have
a relative frequency of blocked messages on Alice’s wall
greater than or equal to 0.5.
Moreover, the rule specifies that these banned users have
to stay in the BL for three days. If Alice adds the following
component (3,SN, 1 week) to the BL rule, she enlarges the
set of banned users by inserting also the users that in the
last week have been inserted at least three times into any
OSN BL.
VI. E VALUATION
In this section, we illustrate the performance evaluation
study we have carried out the classification and filtering
modules. We start by describing the dataset.
A. Problem and Dataset Description
The analysis of related work has highlighted the lack
of a publicly available benchmark for comparing different
approaches to content based classification of OSN short
texts. To cope with this lack, we have built and made
available a dataset D of messages taken from Facebook6 .
6 The
dataset, called WmSnSec 2, is available online
www.dicom.uninsubria.it/~marco.vanetti/wmsnsec/

at
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1266 messages from publicly accessible Italian groups
have been selected and extracted by means of an automated
procedure that removes undesired spam messages and, for
each message, stores the message body and the name of the
group from which it originates. The messages come from
the group’s web page section, where any registered user can
post a new message or reply to messages already posted by
other users. e. The role of the group’s name within the text
representation features was explained in Section IV-A.
The set of classes considered in our experiments is Ω =
{N eutral, V iolence, V ulgar, Of f ensive, Hate, Sex},
where Ω − {N eutral} are the second level classes. The
percentage of elements in D that belongs to the Neutral
class is 31%.
In order to deal with intrinsic ambiguity in assigning
messages to classes, we conceive that a given message
belongs to more than one class. Each message has been
labeled by a group of five experts and the class membership
values ~yj ∈ {0, 1}|Ω| for a given message mj were
computed by a majority voting procedure. After the ground
truth collection phase, the messages have been selected to
balance as much as possible second-level class occurrences.
The group of experts has been chosen in an attempt
to ensure high heterogeneity concerning sex, age, employment, education and religion. In order to create a consensus
concerning the meaning of the Neutral class and general
criteria in assigning multi-class membership we invited
experts to participate to a dedicated tuning session.
Issues regarding the consistency between the opinions of
experts and the impact of the dataset size in ML classification tasks will be discussed and evaluated in Section VI-B.
We are aware of the fact that the extreme diversity of
OSNs content and the continuing evolution of communication styles create the need of using several datasets as a
reference benchmark. We hope that our dataset will pave
the way for a quantitative and more precise analysis of OSN
short text classification methods.
B. Short Text Classifier Evaluation
1) Evaluation Metrics: Two different types of measures
will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of first level and
second level classifications. In the first level, the short text
classification procedure is evaluated on the basis of the
contingency table approach. In particular, the derived well
known Overall Accuracy (OA) index capturing the simple
percent agreement between truth and classification results,
is complemented with the Cohen’s KAPPA (K) coefficient
thought to be a more robust measure taking into account
the agreement occurring by chance [48]
At second level, we adopt measures widely accepted
in the Information Retrieval and Document Analysis field,
that is, Precision (P ), that permits to evaluate the number
of false positives, Recall (R), that permits to evaluate the
number of false negatives, and the overall metric F-Measure
(Fβ ), defined as the harmonic mean between the above two
indexes [49]. Precision and Recall are computed by first calculating P and R for each class and then taking the average

of these, according to the macro-averaging method [4], in
order to compensate unbalanced class cardinalities. The FMeasure is commonly defined in terms of a coefficient β
that defines how much to favor Recall over Precision. We
chose to set β = 1.
2) Numerical Results: By trial and error we found a
quite good parameter configuration for the RBFN learning
model. The best value for the M parameter, that determines
the number of Basis Function, is heuristically addressed to
N/2, where N is the number of input patterns from the
dataset. The value used for the spread σ, which usually
depends on the data, is σ = 32 for both networks M1
and M2 . As mentioned in Section IV-A, the text has been
represented with the BoW feature model together with a
set of additional features Dp and contextual features CF. To
calculate Correct words and Bad words Dp features we used
two specific Italian word-lists, one of these is the CoLFIS
corpus [50]. The cardinalities of T rSD and T eSD , subsets
of D with T rSD ∩ T eSD = ∅, were chosen so that T rSD
is twice larger than T eSD .
Network M1 has been evaluated using the OA and the K
value. Precision, Recall and F-Measure were used for the
M2 network because, in this particular case, each pattern
can be assigned to one or more classes.
Table I shows the results obtained varying the set of
features used in representing messages. In order to isolate
the contribution of the individual types of features, different
text representation have been experimented, obtained by
partial combination of BoW, Dp and CF sets. The best
result is obtained considering the overall set of features
and using BoW with term weighting measure. In this
configuration we obtain good results with an OA and
K equal to 80.0% and 48.1% for the M1 classifier and
P = 76%, R = 59% and F1 = 66% for the second level,
M2 classifier. However, in all the considered combinations,
the BoW representation with tf-idf weighting prevails over
BoW with binary weighting.
Considered alone, the BoW representation does not allow
sufficient results. The addition of Dp features leads to a
slight improvement which is more significant in the first
level of classification. These results, confirmed also by
the poor performance obtained when using Dp features
alone, may be interpreted in the light of the fact that Dp
features are too general to significantly contribute in the
second stage classification, where there are more than two
classes, all of non-neutral type, and it is required a greater
effort in order to understand the message semantics. The
contribution of CFs is more significant, and this proves that
exogenous knowledge, when available, can help to reduce
ambiguity in short message classification.
Table II presents detailed results for the best classifier
(BoW+Dp with tf-idf term weighting for the first stage
and BoW with tf-idf term weighting for the second stage).
The Features column indicates the partial combination of
features considered in the experiments. The BoW TW column indicates the type of term weighting measure adopted.
Precision, Recall and F-Measure values, related to each
class, show that the most problematic cases are the Hate
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TABLE I
R ESULTS FOR THE TWO STAGES OF THE PROPOSED HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFIER
Text Representation

First Level Classification

Second Level Classification

Features

BoW TW

OA

K

P

R

F1

Dp
BoW
BoW
BoW+Dp
BoW+Dp
BoW+CF
BoW+CF
BoW+CF+Dp
BoW+CF+Dp

binary
tf-idf
binary
tf-idf
binary
tf-idf
binary
tf-idf

69.9%
72.9%
73.8%
73.8%
75.7%
78.7%
79.4%
79.1%
80.0%

21.6%
28.8%
30.0%
30.0%
35.0%
46.5%
46.4%
48.3%
48.1%

37%
69%
75%
73%
74%
74%
71%
74%
76%

29%
36%
38%
38%
37%
58%
54%
57%
59%

33%
48%
50%
50%
49%
65%
61%
64%
66%

TABLE II
R ESULTS OF THE PROPOSED MODEL IN TERM OF P RECISION (P), R ECALL (R) AND F-M EASURE (F1 ) VALUES FOR EACH CLASS
First level

Second Level

Metric

Neutral

Non-Neutral

Violence

Vulgar

Offensive

Hate

Sex

P
R
F1

81%
93%
87%

77%
50%
61%

82%
46%
59%

62%
49%
55%

82%
67%
74%

65%
39%
49%

88%
91%
89%

TABLE III
AGREEMENT BETWEEN FIVE EXPERTS ON MESSAGE NEUTRALITY
Classification
Expert
Expert
Expert
Expert
Expert
Expert

1
2
3
4
5

Neutral

Non-Neutral

OA

K

P

R

F1

P

R

F1

93%
92%
95%
90%
94%

84%
80%
90%
76%
84%

97%
91%
99%
89%
94%

93%
98%
94%
98%
97%

95%
94%
97%
93%
95%

97%
95%
88%
94%
93%

93%
78%
99%
73%
85%

95%
85%
93%
82%
89%

TABLE IV
AGREEMENT BETWEEN FIVE EXPERTS ON NON - NEUTRAL CLASSES IDENTIFICATION
Violence
Expert
Expert
Expert
Expert
Expert
Expert

1
2
3
4
5

Vulgar

Offensive

Hate

Sexual

P

R

F1

P

R

F1

P

R

F1

P

R

F1

P

R

F1

89%
77%
81%
96%
84%

99%
83%
84%
41%
90%

94%
80%
83%
58%
87%

89%
92%
76%
92%
92%

97%
67%
96%
78%
77%

93%
78%
85%
84%
84%

80%
71%
67%
70%
77%

90%
60%
79%
60%
73%

85%
65%
72%
65%
75%

78%
71%
53%
79%
78%

98%
69%
89%
42%
84%

87%
70%
66%
54%
81%

82%
85%
84%
97%
85%

98%
67%
76%
64%
77%

89%
75%
80%
77%
82%

35
30
25

K

20
15
10
5
0
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Training set fraction

Fig. 2.

K value obtained training the model with different fractions of the original training set

70%

80%

90%

100%
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and Offensive classes. This can be attributed to the fact that
messages with hate and offensive contents often hold quite
complex concepts that hardly may be understood using a
term based approach.
In Tables III and IV we report the results of a consistency
analysis conducted comparing for each message used in
training, the individual expert judgment with the attributed
judgment. The attributed judgment results from the majority
voting mechanism applied on the judgments collected by
the the five considered experts. In most cases the experts
reached a sufficient level of consistency reflecting however
the inherent difficulty in providing consistent judgments.
The lowest consistency values are in Hate and Offensive
classes that are confirmed to be problematic.
We then performed an analysis aimed to evaluate the
completeness of the training set used in the experiments
to see to what extent the size of the dataset substantially
contributes to the quality of classification. The analysis was
conducted considering different training set configurations
obtained with incremental fractions of the overall training
set. For each fraction, we have performed 50 different
distributions of messages between training set and test
set, in order to reduce the statistical variability of each
evaluation. The results, shown in Fig. 2, was obtained
for each dataset fraction by averaging the K evaluation
metric over 50 independent trials. Improvement in the
classification has a logarithmic growth in function of the
size of the dataset. This suggests that any further efforts
focused in the enlargement of the dataset will probably lead
to small improvements in terms of classification quality.
3) Comparison analysis: The lack of benchmarks for
OSN short text classification makes problematic the development of a reliable comparative analysis. However, an
indirect comparison of our method can be done with work
that show similarities or complementary aspects with our
solution. A study that responds to these characteristics is
proposed in [27], where a classification of incoming tweets
into five categories is described. Similarly to our approach,
messages are very short and represented in the learning
framework with both internal, content-based and contextual
properties. In particular, the features considered in [27] are
BoW, Author Name, plus 8 document properties features.
Qualitatively speaking, the results of the analysis conducted in [27] on the representative power of the three type
of features tallied in general with our conclusions: contextual features are found to be very discriminative and BoW
considered alone does not reach a satisfactory performance.
Best numerical results obtained in our work are comparable
with those obtained in [27]. Limiting to accuracy index,
which is the only metric used in [27], our results are slightly
inferior, but this result must be interpreted considering the
following aspects. First of all, we use a much smaller set of
pre-classified data (1266 vs 5407), and this is an advantage
over the tweets classification considering the efforts in
manually pre-classifying messages with an acceptable level
of consistency. Secondly, the classes we considered have a
higher degree of vagueness, since their semantics is closely
linked to subjective interpretation. A second work [26]

provides weak conditions for a comparative evaluation.
The authors deal with short text classification using a
statistical model, named Prediction by Partial Matching
(PPM), without feature engineering. However, their study is
oriented to text containing complex terminology and prove
the classifier on medical texts from Newsgroups, clinical
texts and Reuters-21578.7 These differences may lower the
level of reliability in comparison. In addition, we observe
that the performance reported in [26] are strongly affected
by the data set used in the evaluation. If we consider
results in [26] obtained on clinical texts our classifier with
the best results of Prec. 0.76, Recall 0.59, is considerably
higher than PPM classifier (Prec. 0.36, Recall 0.42). It
has a comparable behavior, if we consider the averaged
performance on three Reuters subsets (Prec. 0.74, Recall
0.63) and slightly inferior when considering the newsgroups
data set (Prec. 0.96, Recall 0.84).

C. Overall Performance and Discussion
In order to provide an overall assessment of how effectively the system applies a FR, we look again at Table II.
This table allows us to estimate the Precision and Recall
of our FRs, since values reported in Table II have been
computed for FRs with content specification component
set to (C, 0.5), where C ∈ Ω. Let us suppose that the
system applies a given rule on a certain message. As such,
Precision reported in Table II is the probability that the
decision taken on the considered message (that is, blocking
it or not) is actually the correct one. In contrast, Recall
has to be interpreted as the probability that, given a rule
that must be applied over a certain message, the rule is
really enforced. Let us now discuss, with some examples,
the results presented in Table II, which reports Precision
and Recall values. The second column of Table II represents
the Precision and the Recall value computed for FRs with
(N eutral, 0.5) content constraint. In contrast, the fifth
column stores the Precision and the Recall value computed
for FRs with (V ulgar, 0.5) constraint.
Results achieved by the content-based specification component, on the first level classification, can be considered
good enough and reasonably aligned with those obtained by
well-known information filtering techniques [51]. Results
obtained for the content-based specification component
on the second level are slightly less brilliant than those
obtained for the first, but we should interpret this in view
of the intrinsic difficulties in assigning to a messages a
semantically most specific category (see the discussion
in Section VI-B2). However, the analysis of the features
reported in Table I shows that the introduction of contextual information (CF) significantly improves the ability of
the classifier to correctly distinguish between non-neutral
classes. This result makes more reliable all policies exploiting non-neutral classes, which are the majority in real-world
scenarios.
7 Available online at http://www.daviddlewis.com
/resources/testcollections/reuters21578/
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Fig. 3.

DicomFW: a message filtered by the wall’s owner FRs (messages in the screenshot have been translated to make them understandable)

VII. D ICOM F W
8

DicomFW is a prototype Facebook application that
emulates a personal wall where the user can apply a
simple combination of the proposed FRs. Throughout the
development of the prototype we have focused our attention
only on the FRs, leaving BL implementation as a future
improvement. However, the implemented functionality is
critical, since it permits the STC and CBMF components
to interact.
Since this application is conceived as a wall and not as
a group, the contextual information (from which CF are
extracted) linked to the name of the group are not directly
accessible. Contextual information that is currently used
in the prototype is relative to the group name where the
user that writes the message is most active. As a future
extension, we want to integrate contextual information
related to the name of all the groups in which the user
participates, appropriately weighted by the participation
level. It is important to stress that this type of contextual
information is related to the environment preferred by the
user who wants to post the message, thus the experience
that you can try using DicomFW is consistent with what
described and evaluated in Section VI-C.
To summarize, our application permits to:
1) view the list of users’ FWs;
2) view messages and post a new one on a FW;
3) define FRs using the OSA tool.
When a user tries to post a message on a wall, he/she
receives an alerting message (see Figure 3) if it is
blocked by FW.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a system to filter undesired messages from OSN walls. The system exploits a ML
soft classifier to enforce customizable content-dependent
FRs. Moreover, the flexibility of the system in terms of
filtering options is enhanced through the management of
BLs.
8 http://apps.facebook.com/dicompostfw/

This work is the first step of a wider project. The early
encouraging results we have obtained on the classification
procedure prompt us to continue with other work that
will aim to improve the quality of classification. In particular, future plans contemplate a deeper investigation on
two interdependent tasks. The first concerns the extraction
and/or selection of contextual features that have been shown
to have a high discriminative power. The second task
involves the learning phase. Since the underlying domain is
dynamically changing, the collection of pre-classified data
may not be representative in the longer term. The present
batch learning strategy, based on the preliminary collection
of the entire set of labeled data from experts, allowed an
accurate experimental evaluation but needs to be evolved
to include new operational requirements. In future work,
we plan to address this problem by investigating the use of
on-line learning paradigms able to include label feedbacks
from users. Additionally, we plan to enhance our system
with a more sophisticated approach to decide when a user
should be inserted into a BL.
The development of a GUI and a set of related tools to
make easier BL and FR specification is also a direction
we plan to investigate, since usability is a key requirement for such kind of applications. In particular, we aim
at investigating a tool able to automatically recommend
trust values for those contacts user does not personally
known. We do believe that such a tool should suggest
trust value based on users actions, behaviors and reputation
in OSN, which might imply to enhance OSN with audit
mechanisms. However, the design of these audit-based
tools is complicated by several issues, like the implications
an audit system might have on users privacy and/or the
limitations on what it is possible to audit in current OSNs.
A preliminary work in this direction has been done in
the context of trust values used for OSN access control
purposes [52]. However, we would like to remark that the
system proposed in this paper represents just the core set
of functionalities needed to provide a sophisticated tool
for OSN message filtering. Even if we have complemented
our system with an online assistant to set FR thresholds,
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the development of a complete system easily usable by
average OSN users is a wide topic which is out of the scope
of the current paper. As such, the developed Facebook
application is to be meant as a proof-of-concepts of the
system core functionalities, rather than a fully developed
system. Moreover, we are aware that a usable GUI could
not be enough, representing only the first step. Indeed, the
proposed system may suffer of problems similar to those
encountered in the specification of OSN privacy settings. In
this context, many empirical studies [53] have shown that
average OSN users have difficulties in understanding also
the simple privacy settings provided by today OSNs. To
overcome this problem, a promising trend is to exploit data
mining techniques to infer the best privacy preferences to
suggest to OSN users, on the basis of the available social
network data [54]. As future work, we intend to exploit
similar techniques to infer BL rules and FRs.
Additionally, we plan to study strategies and techniques
limiting the inferences that a user can do on the enforced
filtering rules with the aim of bypassing the filtering system,
such as for instance randomly notifying a message that
should instead be blocked, or detecting modifications to
profile attributes that have been made for the only purpose
of defeating the filtering system.
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